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Blue Skies Video
Bible Sites Series DVDs

"David Nunn is 'the David Attenborough' of the Bible Sites!" - Ben Bowerma

View all the titles in our series FREE on RedeemTV.com.Â Â Or purchase the DVDs here.

IN THE STEPS OF MOSES
£5.00
A gripping exploration of Egypt's varied terrain and the great Biblical dramas in the lives of both Joseph and
Moses. The possible sites of many of these events are featured - this gives compelling insight into the
challenges Moses faced and the faith he possessed. (Duration 48 mins) INCLUDES BIBLICAL REFERENCE
BOOKLET 'UTTERLY CAPTIVATING! Inspiring in the extreme - a colossal achievement!' - Rev Richard
Bewes, OBE 'A REAL TREAT! David brings Moses to vibrant life on our screens!'Â - Rev Dr PAUL
BLACKHAM 'SUPERB! A very fine teaching tool and a great inspirer of faith' - Rt Rev MICHAEL
BAUGHEN 'WONDERFULLY ILLUSTRATED summary of the story of Moses - suitable for those who know
nothing about it and also for those who've been believers for decades'. - Rev RICO TICE You can order the
DVD by clicking "Add to Cart" or you can buy or rent the film On Demand at Vimeo
[Product Details...]

THE HOLY CITY ...and a Garden
£4.50
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A compelling combination, contrasting Jewish and Christian beliefs about Jesus! Here's a glittering
kaleidoscope of Jerusalem, its Jewish ceremonies and its turbulent past. The noise and bustle is in dramatic
contrast to the peace and serenity of its Garden Tomb! Was it really here that the body of Jesus was laid and from here that he rose triumphant over death? Another fascinating exploration with David Nunn.
INCLUDES BIBLICAL REFERENCE BOOKLET. "A WONDERFULLY ILLUMINATING FILM"
RICO TICE - Christianity Explored "...THIS MOST RIVETING PRESENTATION"
RICHARD BEWES - All Souls Church, London "VERY SPECIAL GEM OF A FILM"
Rt Rev MICHAEL BAUGHEN - former Bishop of Chester. "ENJOYED EVERY MOMENT!" Such an
informative, interesting, inspiring, impressive and yet most moving experience! NOEL TREDINNICK You can
order the DVD by clicking "Add to Cart" or you can buy or rent the film On Demand at Vimeo
[Product Details...]

JOURNEYING WITH JESUS
£5.00
Once you've seen this film, reading the gospels will never be the same again! "It's like reading them in
Technicolor rather than black and white!" Events in the life of Jesus leap from the page when one can
visualise their original setting. This widescreen production sweeps us inexorably through the 'greatest story
ever told', from Jesus' birth in Bethlehem to his triumphant ascension on the mount of Olives. David's
enthusiastic presentation never tires as he features the latest archaeological discoveries and the insights they
provide. This film is an inspiration and education for all ages. (Duration 58 mins) INCLUDES BIBLICAL
REFERENCE BOOKLET. "THE ANCIENT TEXT COMES ALIVE! David treads with a sure foot from one
sacred site to another and he compels us to follow!" - Rev Dr JOHN STOTT, CBE "SUPERB - most
educational and inspiring! It really brings the Gospels to life! We enjoyed it thoroughly!" - J.JOHN International Evangelist "GREAT STUFF! It really does bring the Bible alive!" - RICO TICE - author
'Christianity Explored' "SUCH A POWERFUL PIECE of Gospel communication." - RICHARD BEWES, OBE
- former Rector of All Souls,Langham Place "AWESOME! It brings such life and reality to the Bible and
Jesus." - Rev Dr PAUL BLACKHAM - host of 'Book by Book' tv series "BRILLIANT - really outstanding!
One of my greatest treasures to be watched many times over!" - JEN REES LARCOMBE Author and
Speaker You can order the DVD by clicking "Add to Cart" or you can buy or rent the film On Demand at
Vimeo
[Product Details...]
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EXPLORING BIBLICAL JORDAN
£5.00
Here's the land where so many of the great dramas of the Bible took place! Events leap dramatically to life as
we explore the incredible story of God's unfolding purposes in this land. We follow the adventures of Lot,
Jacob, Moses and Aaron, Uriah, Elijah and Elisha, John the Baptist and Jesus himself. 40 different Bible
locations including Petra. (Duration 58 mins)
INCLUDES BIBLICAL REFERENCE BOOKLET.
"GRIPPING FROM START TO FINISH! Marvellously researched and filmed! Transformed my knowledge of
Biblical events." - Rt. Rev MICHAEL BAUGHEN - former Bishop of Chester "AWESOME! A wonderful and
stimulating resource! David's Biblical studies give great depth to his investigations. I've been greatly
refreshed in my Bible study after watching each programme. I wholeheartedly recommend this exciting
series." - Rev Dr PAUL BLACKHAM "CONGRATULATIONS! I was fascinated to see the sites and to be
guided round them." - Dr STEPHEN TRAVIS â€“ former Vice Principal, St John's College, Nottingham "I
know of no other video resource that makes the Bible locations so real to our minds and hearts." - Rev Dr M.
S.
You can order the DVD by clicking "Add to Cart" or you can buy or rent the film On Demand at Vimeo
[Product Details...]
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